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This release brings additional message functionality to searching within Beyond along with other fixes across

TempWorks products.

*Note* For all self-hosted clients, as always, ensure you install all updates to give your users the best

experience and new features.

The Highlights

Beyond - Log Messages from Assignment & Job
Order Searches

The ability to log messages from assignment and job order search results has been added to

Beyond.

*Note* For more information on this functionality, please see the article titled Beyond -

Message Logging.

Enterprise - Windows 11 Troubleshooting

*Note* While TempWorks does not officially support the use of Windows 11 with Enterprise,

the following article titled Windows 11 Troubleshooting outlines some troubleshooting steps

that may help alleviate issues being presented with the Microsoft Remote Desktop

application.

Additional Updates

In Beyond

Fixed an issue preventing the deleting of Sense credentials from System Settings > External Services >

Texting > Sense.

Fixed an error that would occur when attempting to update the Candidate Status on a Job Order record.

http://kb.tempworks.com/help/beyond---message-logging
http://kb.tempworks.com/help/windows-11-troubleshooting


Fixed an issue where generating an employee resume in XML format would save the resume in a TXT format.

In Enterprise

Updated the Essential Staffcare Export to include the following columns:

Critical Illness

Accident

Benefit Bundle

Fixed an issue where worksites within Pennsylvania require an LST when the city in Pennsylvania has a $0

LST. Users will now be able to select the appropriate LST for cities within PA when setting up the worksite.

This has also been fixed within Beyond.

Fixed an issue where unnecessary information was being transferred when employees where being

transferred between EINC's.

Fixed an error received when attempting to re-create ACH files.

Tax Updates:

For Irondale, AL: Updated the occupational license fee to 0.75%.

Congratulations! You've made it to the end of the release notes. Like what you read?  Click the thumbs up below.
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